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MEET THE HOCKEY TEAM. Faculty and staff will
have an opportunity to meet the 1984 NCAA Champion Hockey Team at a hamburg/hotdog roast sponsored by the Falcon Club on Sunday (Oct 7) in the
parking lot north of the Ice Arena.
The "meet the team" activities will begin with an
open practice session on the ice from 1:30-3:30 p.m.
Food will be served beginning at 4 p.m.
Tickets for the event, priced at $3.25 per person, can
be purchased at the Ice Arena (372-2365) or the
athletic department (372-2401).

MEMORIAL SERVICE PLANNED. The department of sociology will hold a memorial service for Aida
K. Tomeh at 4:30 p.m. Friday (Oct 5) in Prout Chapel.
Dr. Tomeh was a member of the sociology faculty from
1962 until her death earlier this year.
A reception in the McFall Center Gallery will follow
the service.

Olscamp announces goals •••
Continued from page 1
Dr. Olscamp also highlighted some
plans for the coming year, including
the development of a comprehensive
policy and procedures manual for the
entire University;
- Preparation for a $12.5 million
fund-raising drive (which will not
officially begin until November 1985);
- Lobbying for a 1985-87 budget
in Columbus that will lower the
students' share of the cost of higher
education from 44 percent to 36
percent over the next two years;
- Strengthening doctoral
departments and increasing entrance
requirements for undergraduates;
- Improving the campus mail
system;

Datebook

- Establishing an auxiliary
enterprises service office to
coordinate all auxiliary enterprises;
- Establishing an apprentice
program for classified employees;
- Establishing a recruitment
network among students and alumni
chapters;
- Increasing annual giving to $2.6
million;
- Implementing the "master plan"
for observance of the University's
75th anniversary.
"It will be a busy year, but a calmer
year than the last two," Dr. Olscamp
said. "There will be less committee
work and change in policy. We have
decided what we are going to do, and
now we will set about doing it."

'All Systems Go!' in new planetarium
"All Systems Go!," a retrospective
of the first 25 years of NASA's space
exploration program, will be shown in
the planetarium of the new Physical
Sciences Laboratory Building
beginning this week.
Shows are scheduled at 8 p.m. on
Tuesday (Oct. 2) and Friday (Oct. 5)
and at 7:30 p.m. on Sunday (Oct. 7).
The Sunday showing will be followed

by stargazing at 9 and 10 p.m. at the
new rooftop observatory.
Admission will be by donation, with
$1 per person suggested, although
according to Dale Smith, director of
the planetarium, the actual cost of
presenting the show is $3-$5 per
person.
All seating will be on a first-come,
first-seated basis.

Ezhlbits
F.A.T.E Exhibit, featuring works by
first-year art students at 25 colleges and
universities around the country, sponsored
by Foundations in Art Theory and
Education, through Oct. 5, McFall Center
Gallery. Free. Gallery hours are 8:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m. weekdays.
National Metals Invitational Exhibit,
featuring more than 50 functional and
sculptural objects in metal created by 27
artists, sponsored by the School of Art,
Medici Circle and the Ohio Arts Council.
Opens on Oct. 6 with a public reception at
7:30 p.m., followed by a talk with Gary
Griffin, artist-in-residence, at 8 p.m. Exhibit

Employment
Opportunities
CLASSIFIED EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
• Indicates that an internal candidate
from the department is bidding and being
considered for the position.
NEW VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date: 5 p.m. Monday,
Oct. 8, 1984

Library book sale scheduled Saturday
The Friends ot the University
Libraries and Center for Archival
Collections will have its annual book
sale from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday
(Oct. 6) in 122 Library.
A large selection of books and
other materials will be offered for
sale. Proceeds from the sale will
benefit the libraries. ·
Faculty and staff who are members

of the Library Friends organization
are invited to a "sale previtw" from
7:30-9:30 p.m. Friday (Oct. 5) in 122
library. In addition to providing an
opportunity for early purchase of
items from the sale, the preview will
include a presentation by Mary
Edmonds, vice president for student
affairs, on research for her
forthcoming book, Hoping Not to Die.

Maley: CSAC has stronger voice
in University decision-making
David Maley, food operations, chair
of the Classified Staff Advisory
Committee, announced three major
goals for the CSAC in 1984-85 when
he spoke to classified staff at a
meeting Sept. 21 in the Grand
Ballroom of the University Union.
Noting that the CSAC made
tremendous progress in securing a
voice in University decisions last
year, he said, "The administration has
asked us to be involved more than
ever before.••We have had an
opportunity to be involved in nearly
every aspect of the University which
impacts on our jobs."
Maley said the primary goal of the
CSAC in the coming year will be to
secure an employee relations.e.dviser

to replace Ray Malone, who retired
earlier this year.
In addition, CSAC will attempt to
develop a work incentives program
and to set new procedures for the
selection of members to the
committee. In the past, members have
been appointed by the CSAC. Next
year, representatives from the various
vice presidential areas will be elected
by their constituents, Maley said.
He encouraged all classified staff
to contact their representatives with
questions or concerns during the
year. "Through the CSAC you have
the opportunity to say what you think
and to get answers to your
questions," he said.

10-8-1
&

10-8-2

The following faculty positions are available:
Arelands: Dean. Contact Norma Stickler, secretary, Dean Search Committee (2-2915).
Deadline: Oct. 15, 1984
Geography: Instructor/assistant professor (anticipated). Search reopened. Contact
Joseph Buford (2-2925). Deadline: May 1, 1985
_
Geology: Geophysicist/assistant professor. Contact R.D. Hoare (2·2886). Deadline:
Nov. 30, 1984
Ubrary: Science librarian. Contact William Miller (2-2856). Deadline: Nov. 30, 1984.
Also, cataloger. Contact Joan Repp (2-2106). Deadline: Nov. 30, 1984
.
Medical Record Administration: Instructor/assistant professor. Contact Clyde Wilhs
(2-0242). Deadline: Nov. 15, 1S84

.

-

The following administrative staff positions are available:
Architect's Office: Architectural draftsperson. Contact Susan C&ldwell (2-2558).
·
Deadline: Oct. 12, 1984
Developmental Leaming Center: Academic counselor, special services. Contact Susan
C&ldwell {2·2558). Deadline: Oct. 5, 1984
Education: Director of field experiences and standards compliance. Contact Sandra
Packard (2-0151). Deadline: Oct. 15, 1984
Registration and Rec:ordS: Director of registration. Contact Susan C&ldwell {2-2558).
Deadline: Oct. 8, 1984
Student Dnelopment Program: Counselor. Contact Susan Caldwell (2·2558). Deadline:
Oct. 5, 1984

Clerical Specialist
Pay Range 25
Alumni and Development
Two positions

10-8-3

Clerk 1
Pay Range 2
Computer Services
Permanent part-time

10-8-4

·clerk 1
Pay Range 2
Registration and Records

10-8-5

Clerk 1
Pay Range 2
Registration and Records
Permanent part-time
Two positions

&

10-8-0

1G-8·7

•Data Processing Supervisor 1
Pay Range 26
Registration and Records

10-8-8

Food Service Manager 3
Pay Range 30
Auxiliary Support Services

10-8-9

Sales Clerk 2
Pay Range 4
University Bookstore

10-8-10 Typist 2
Pay Range 4
Residential Services
10-8-11

Word Processing Specialist 1
Pay Range 25
WBGU·TV
Permanent part·time, grant·
funded position

CONTINUING VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date: S p.m. Monday,
Oct. 1, 1984
10-1-1

Clerical Specialist
Pay Range 25
Registration and Records
Permanent part·time

10-1-2

Cook 1
Pay Range3
Auxiliary Support Services
Nine-month, full-time

10-1-3

Custodial Worker
Pay Range 2
Plant Operations and
Maintenance

10-1-4

Employment Services Specialist
1
Pay Range 26
Financial Aid and Student
Employment

faculty /Staff Positions

,

GRANT APPLICATION DEADLINE NEAR. Oct
8 is the deadline to submit applications for Biomedical
Research Support Grants for the 1984-85 year.
Application forms have been disbibuted to all
biomedical departments and also are available in the
Office of Research Services, 120 McFall Center.
For further information on the research support pr~
gram contact Barbara Ott, research services,
372-2481.

10-1·5

10-1-6

Programmer Analyst 1
Pay Range 28
Computer Services
Typist 2
Pay Range 4
Student Development Program

Vol. VIII, No. 1 5
will continue through Oct. 28, McFall
Center Gallery. Free. Gallery hours are
10:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday through
Friday and 2·5 p.m. on Sundays.

$60,000 goal set
for United Way

Monday, Oct. 1
"Der junge Toerless," German Film
Series, 7:30 p.m., Gish Film Theater,
Hanna Hall. Free.

Faculty Senate meeting, 2:30 p.m.,
Assembly Room, McFall Center.
"All Systems Go!" planetarium
presentation, 8 p.m., planetarium, Physical
Sciences Laboratory Bldg. Admission by
donation.
"Faculty and Non-Traditional Student
Relations" session, directed by Elmer
Spreitzer, sociology, 11:30 a.m .• Capital
Room, University Union. Free.
Undergraduate Council meeting, 1:30
p.m., Alumni Room, University Union.
Harmony Wind Ensemble, Festival Series
concert, conducted by Steven Richman
and featuring some of New York's finest
woodwind players, 8 r.m .• Kobacker Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center. Tickets are $5.
$7, $9 and $11. For reservations call
372-0171.

I

•

Administrative Staff Council meeting,
1:30 p.m., Taft Room, University Union.
"She Stoops to Conquer," an Oliver
Goldsmith comedy, University Theater
production, 8 p.m., Main Auditorium,
University Hall. Tickets are $2 for students
and senior citizens and $4 for adults. For
reservations, call 372-2719 from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. weekdays.
Jazz Concert, performed by the new age
iazz group Duos and sponsored by UAO, 8
~.m., Grand Ballroom, University Union.
T: .:kets are $1.
Lenhart Classic Rim Series, the "Night
of the Living Dead, .. 8 p.m., Gish Film
Theater, Hanna Hall. Free.

United way
People Helping People

Friday, Oct. 5
"She Stoops to Conquer," University
Theater production, 8 p.m., Main
Auditorium, University Hall.
"All Systems Go!" planetarium
presentation, 8 p.m., planetarium, Physical
Sciences Laboratory Bldg. Admission by
donation.
"Footloose," UAO film series, 7:30 p.m.,
9:45 p.m. and midnight. Grand Ballroom,
University Union. Tickets are $1.50 with
University ID. Bring a blanket and pillow.

Saturday, Oct. 6
Sixth Annual Bowling Green Classic
Race, 5k and 10k distances, 9 a.m., will
start and finish at the Ice Arena.
Registration fee is $6 in advance and
$6.50 day of race.
"She Stoops to Conquer," University
Theater production, 8 p.m., Main
Auditorium, University Hall.

Sunday, Oct. 7,
Golf Tournament, sponsored by UAO,
10 a.m., Forrest Creason Golf Course.
Clubs and carts can be rented.
Refreshments will be served and prizes
awarded. BBQ will be served after the
tournament for $13 per person and s52 per
foursome.
Bowling Green Phllhannonia Concert, 3
p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free.
"All Systems Go!" planetarium
presentation, 7:30 p.m., planetarium,
Physical Sciences Laboratory Bldg. .
Admission by donation. Stargazing will
follow at 9 and 10 p.m.
.
Faculty Recital, featuring trombonist
Paul Hunt, 8 p.m., Bryan Recital Hall!
Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.

Monday, Oct. 8
I

I

i

Dr. Spinelli said a large contingent
of team captains and solicitors has
been organized in an attempt to
ensure one-0n-one invitations to every
prospective donor. The solicitors will
explain how United Way's 73
agencies and the Red Cross benefit
thousands of residents in Wood,
Ottawa, Lucas and eastern Fulton
counties, he said, adding that the key
to this solicitation phase is the
"outstanding volunteer training
program" organized by G.R. "Dick"
Horton, technology, and several
graduate students. That volunteer
orientation program has been
adopted by other institutions, ·
including Ohio State and Ohio
universities.
Dr. Spinelli noted that the success
of this year's campaign will depend
largely on the solicitors' ability to
increase the number of faculty and
staff who contribute to United Way,
adding that he believes this can be
accomplished because there are more
emplc.,ees this year than last and
average income has increased. Last
year 906 faculty and staff contributed
to the campaign, compared to 889 in
1982.
It also is expected that the average
gift will increase as it has over the
past two years when it has gone from
$59 to $64.
Assisting Dr. Spinelli on the
campaign steering committee this
year are Robert K. Clark, speech
communication; David Drury, public
relations; Marie Hodge, business
administration; Dr. Horton; Ralph
Olson, cooperative education; James
Sharp, University Union; Marie
Cisterino, United Way of Greater
Toledo, and Janet Metzger Knape of
Knape Designs of Bowling Green,
sponsored by Sheller-Globe.
Area captains for the campaign are
Ralph W. Frank, Virginia Starr, Linda
Crawford, Susan Gavron, Ann Bowers,
Evron Collins, Jean Yarnell, Josie
Perez, Monna Puph, Robert Dudley,
Sharon Stuart, Terry Parsons, Bud
Lane, Lorer.e Malanowski, Tom
.Bennett and Diana Shamp .

October 8, 1 984

Nowak wins top
conducting prize

.'·· ,·

".-:··,.'

The 33-year-old conductor of the
Jniversity"s Philharmonia has swept
a:. ards in international music
'~ 0!Tlpet it ion.
Grzegorz Nowak won the top prize
for conductors at the 40th
International Competition for Music
Performers in Geneva. Switzerland.
He was the winner of the Ernest
Ansermet Competition for Orchestral
Direction and in addition won the
Swiss Prize, the Grand Prix Patek
Philippe, the Rolex Prize, the Boulez
Prize and the American Mecene Prize
at the Geneva competition.

Margretta Verteletsky of Monterrey, Calif., was among alumni who
participated in the annual "Alumni-Faculty Day" on Friday, Sept. 28.
Verteletsky, a supervisory training instructor for the Defense Language
Institute, taught a session of Russian 201 for the day. Fifty-three alumni
from across the country participated in the Alumni-Faculty Day program,
returning to campus to speak to students about their careers and
discuss topics related to their area of expertise.

Thursday, Oct. 4

"Die erste Polka," German Film Series.
7:30 p.m., Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall.
Free.
"Economic Issues of the 1984 Election:
The Deficit, Inflation and Unemployment,"
a discussion by Richard Douglas, James
Ostas arid Paul Haas, economics, 7:~
p.m., 200 Moseley. Free.

'.'.'~

The Uni11ersity will seek to raise
$60,000 in its annual United Way
campaign this year.
The goal represents a 3.4 percent
increase over last year's recordbreaking contributions of $58.000.
··1 think it is a reasonable,
attainable goal," said Joseph Spinelli.
assistant dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences and campus campaign
chairman this year.
"Once people learn what is really
involved, United Way is recognized as
a very comprehensive and efficient
human service, which helps account
for the upward pattern in University
employee contributions - from
$39,000 in 1980 to $41,000 in 1981.
then topping the $50,000 level for the
first time in 1982, followed by last
year's record."

Tuesday, Oct. 2

Wednesday, Oct. 3

Bowling Green State University

Plans now underway
for 7 5th anniversary
The University's 75th anniversary
will be celebrated during the 1985-86
academic year, and a special
planning committee is now hard at
work developing a series of activities
to commemorate Bowling Green's
founding in 1910.
Larry Weiss, alumni affairs, chairs
the 75th anniversary planning
committee. According to Weiss, the
year-long observation will be planned
to highlight the University's past as
well as its academic purpose and its
future.
Although a few special programs
will be planned, including an
academic convocation on Nov. 10,
1985, the official anniversary date of
the University's chartering, Weiss
said that much of the anniversary
celebration will be incorporated into
existing programs and events. For
example, all activities for the 1985
Homecoming will center around the
anniversary theme.
A subcommittee, chaired by Mark
Kelly, music, is already attempting to
identify campus events planned
during the 1985-86 academic year and
how those events could best be tied
to the 75th anniversary celebration.
Any unit within the University
planning a 1985-86 event with a
format that could be used to observe
the anniversary is urged to contact
Kelly so the event can be included in
the official 75th anniversary calendar.
Weiss also noted that in addition to
the University's anniversary activities,
special attention will be given to the
College of Education, the University's
first college, and the College of
Business Administration, which will
be observing its 50th anniversary in
1986.
The 1985 general faculty meeting at
which the president will deliver his "State of the University" address has
been designated the official
beginning of the anniversary year. The
Bowling Green Sentinel Tribune's
annual "Back to College" edition,
which coincides with that meeting,
will highlight the accomplishments of

the University.
In addition to the Homecoming
celebration and the Nov. 10 academic
convocation, a major social event
involving the campus and city
communities is being planned for the
spring.
The year-Iona celebration will
conclude with the May 10, 1986,
commencement.
Stuart Givens, history, is writing an
updated version of the University's
history. His book will be a sequel to
the late James Robert Overman's
History of Bowling Green State
University which covers the years
from 1910 to 1963.
The planning committee also has
authorized the development of a
special anniversary logo and slogan
to appear on University publications
and any other items where a logo is
considered appropriate. Special 75th
anniversary stationery for Universitywide use is also being planned for the
1985-86 year.
To involve the campus community
in the development of a logo, a
campus-wide contest is currently
underway. Anyone wishing to submit
a logo, incorporating the number "75"
and a variation of the initials
"BGSU," should do so before the Oct.
15 deadline.
Also planned is an oral history
project through which advanced
undergraduates and graduate
students will conduct interviews with
former students, faculty, trustees and
others who have special knowledge
about the development of Bowling
Green and its programs.
Weiss said the planning committee
will meet regularly during the current
academic year to plan events and
other ways to commemorate the 75th
anniversary and will announce all of
its plans in MONITOR. He also said
the committee will welcome
suggestions and ideas from the
campus community.
Members of the 75th anniversary

Nowak conducted the famed
Orchestre de la Suisse Romande in
the closing concert of the
competition, presented in honor of
the 100th anniversary of the birth of
the orchestra's founder, Ernest
Ansermet. The concert was broadcast
live by Radio Television de la Suisse
Romande and was recorded for future
distribution to 500 radio stations
worldwide.
"It has certainly been the highlight
of my career," Nowak said upon
returning to campus last week. "My
prizes in Geneva have started the
beginning of a new chapter."
As a result of his brilliant
performances in the competition,
Nowak has been awarded a recording
date with the Orchestre de la Suisse
Romande in 1986 and engagements
with the Lisbon Symphony in Portugal
and the London Symphony. The
London engagement will include a
recording to be released by EMI
Records.
"Conducting the London Symphony
is certainly the most prestigious of
my engagements," Nowak said. He
plans to spend a week in London at
the end of November to record
"Dance Suite" by Bela Bartok, the
first and second suite from "Daphnis
et Chloe" by Maurice Ravel and
"Roman Carnival Overture" by Hector
Berlioz.
He also has been engaged to
appear at several major European
music festivals. including the
Menuahin Festival and those in
Antibes and Cannes. A Carnegie Hall
appearance is on his calendar for
October 1985. and he will conduct the
London Symphony du;ing its 1957
U.S. tour.

..., f . ,
Grzegorz Nowak

Continued on page 4

COMPUTERS ON SALE. Approximately 70 faculty
and staff have already registered for product overview
seminars being sponsored by University Computer Services as part of a program which allows University personnel to purchase microcomputers at a discount
The seminars will continue to be conducted at 9 and
10:30 a.m. daily in 104 Hayes Hall Anyone considering purchase of an Apple or IBM microcomputer
system should call 372-2911 to register for one of the
infonnation sessions.

RETIREMENT DEADLINE NEAR. Oct 31 is the
end of the open application period for faculty who wish
to participate in the STRS Early Retirement
(..buy-ouf') Program for retirement in 1985.
For applications received on or before Oct 31, the
order of eligibility will be based on years of service at
the University. If fewer than fh-e percent of STRS

members (approximately 60) apply by Oct 31, the
deadline will be extended until the maximum number
of eligible participants is reached.
For further information on the program, refer to the
May 4, 1984, guidelines mailed to all faculty or contact
Elton Ringer(372-0491) or Nonna Stickler (372-2915).

THINK SNOW. Faculty and staff are invited to ski
along when the UAO and Echo Travel offer their annual Steamboat Springs, Colo., trip over Christmas
break.
The trip begins Jan. 5 and returns Jan. 14. The cost
is $270 per person for round-trip bus ride, accommodations in condominium complexes and ski lift
tickets.

A special "'land only" price of $185 is also available
to non-students who wish to provide their own
transportation.
Reservations are being taken now in the UAO office,
third floor, University Union. A SlOO deposit is required at the time of sign.up.
For more information call UAO at 372-2343.

Paculty_S_e_n_a_te_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Faculty Senate recommended a new Employee Solicitation Policy to the
administration at its meeting Oct. ~.
The policy, drafted by a faculty committee chaired by David Roller, history,
was approved by Senate despite some concern from senators who indicated
that it retains some of the "heavy-handedness" of the policy currently in force.
That policy was drafted last year by University legal counsel and has been the
topic of considerable debate since its publication as official policy.
The faculty committee, appointed by the Senate Executive Committee last
spring, was charged with formulating a new policy during the summer month§l.
Members of that committee, in addition to Dr. Roller, were Ronald Stoner,
physics and astronomy; Alice Heim Calderonello, English; Donald Boren, legal
studies, and Trevor Phillips, educational foundations and inquiry.
Dr. Roller reviewed the committee's deliberation on the existing policy,
noting that members believe it is too "global in its language," that it's literal
interpretation is too negative and that the Office of the President is too
extensively involved in enforcing the policy.
"We sought to write a policy which protects what is essential about the
University rather than one which prohibits what we do not like," he said.
The policy recommended by Senate is published below:
SOLICITATION POLICY
Recommended by the Ad Hoc Committee
PREFACE
This policy is framed to permit all Bowling Green State University employees to perform
their jobs free from intrusions and to ensure that the mission of the University shall
proceed uphampered. It also is recognized, however, that the atmosphere of a University
requires "academic freedom. the full freedom of speech, freedom to teach, to learn, and
to conduct inquiry in a spirit of openness necessary to the acceptance of criticism, the
expression of differing opinions and the pursuit of truth" (Article I, 1. of the Academic
Charter). Furthermore, "all members of the University Community and the Trustees have.
legitimate concerns about all aspects of the University" (Article I) and "the people who
create and maintain the University constitute the University Community" (students,
faculty, administrative staff, classified staff, administration).
DEFINITIONS
1.

Working time: Those hours during which faculty employees are engaged in the
primary University function for which they were hired. Classified and
administrative staff working time shall mean accepted work-shift, or hours during
which employees are engaged in the primary function for which they were
employed.

2.

Internal organization: Any organization or association. made up exclusively of
University employees. Local affiliation with a regional, state, or national
organization shall not preclude a University group being defined as an internal
organization.

3.

External organization: Any organization or association of individuals that is not
made up exclusively of University employees.

4.

Solicitation: Any activity which is designed to advertise, promote or sell any
product or commercial service, or encourage support for or membership in any
group, association or organization.

I.

Disruption of working time
A person's ability to perform his or her duties while engaged in the primary

University function for which she or he was hired shall not be impaired by any
activity conducted for the purpose of advertising, promoting, or selling any
product or commercial service or for encouraging or being encouraged to join any
group, association, or organization.
!I.

Use of facilities

The internal campus mail system is for the exclusive use of the
any organization sponsored by (or affiliated with) the University
exclusively of students or University employees (whether or not
state or national societies or associations). No commercial use
of the campus mail system.
(b)

University and
or made up
affiliated with
shall be made

space
Any organization or individual who wishes to use University space to advertise,
promote or sell any product or commercial service or who wishes to encourage
membership in any group, association or organization, must obtain
authorization of the person or office (e.g., the Space Assignments Office)
responsible for that space or facility. Normally, requests to reserve or have
access to University space must be filed 48 hours prior to a meeting or visit.
The request must state:
{a)
(b)

If the notice contains information about an on-campus meeting during which a
product or commercial service is to be advertised, promoted or sold or during

which membership in a group, association, or organization shall be advocated,
the notice shall be consistent with (in terms of designated area, time and date)
the permission granted to the organization.
111.

Distribution of literature by any external organization or non-employee within any
building on campus shall be limited to public access or to other designated areas
reserved according to procedures described above. in II, b (Space).
IV.

Violations
Any visitor who violates this policy may be denied use of University facilities fer
up to one year. Any employee who violates this policy may be disciplined under
the conditions and in accordance with the procedures established by and
published within the appropriate employee handbook.

Senate also received a report from the Committee on Implementation of a
Faculty Development Center. That committee has suggested naming the
facility the Center for Instructional Development.
The proposal will be debated at the next Senate meeting in November.
Also discussed were proposed new University-wide general education
requirements. A policy approved by both Undergraduate Council and the
Senate's Academic Policies Committee was presented for Senate approval.
The proposed policy would require that all students who enroll at the
University beginning next fall complete eight general education courses, in
addition to the University's English and mathematics requirement, before
graduation.
The eight courses would be selected from those which have been grouped
by the University-wide Committee on General Education, chaired by Beth
Casey, Center for Educational Options, into four "functional understandings:"
humanities and the arts; natural sciences; social and behavioral sciences;
foreign language and multi-cultural studies. Undergraduate Council has
recommended that students must select at least one course from each of
those four areas, with college councils left to determine the exact mix.
Dr. Casey noted that all courses included in the general studies core have
been reviewed by faculty representing all colleges to determine whether they
reinforce one or more of five basic skills. Those skills were identified by
Academic Council in 1979 as reading and writing; critical thinking and problem
solving; decision-making and values analysis; computation and mathematics,
and speaking and listening.
Discussion on the proposed requirements will continue at the next Senate
meeting.
In other business, Senate heard a report from Genevieve Stang, educational
foundations and inquiry, representing the Faculty Welfare Committee, on the
STRS "buy-out" program.
Dr. Stang reported that 20 faculty have elected to retire during the current
calendar year, including 16 who will retire at the end of this semester. Only
two departments will have more than one faculty member retiring this year,
she said.
She added that 11 faculty had indicated their intent to retire during calendar
year 1985 as of last week. The deadline to apply for the "buy-out" program in
1985 is Oct. 31, 1984.
Dr. Stang also reported on three salary studies which the FWC will
undertake this year and asked faculty to forward their concerns to the FWC.
Jan Schnupp-lee, educational curriculum and instruction, representing the
Committee.on Committees, noted that since July 10, 25 faculty have resigned
from committees to which they had been elected or appointed and those
vacancies must be filled.

the purpose of the proposed visit; and
the name of any person(s) or alternates who desire access to the campus.

The Office of Space Assignments will attempt to locate a designated area for
use by the non-employee or organization submitting the request and will then
issue a pennit designating the room and the date and time it may be used. If
two or more requests for access to a designated area for the same or
overlapping times have been made, the University will attempt to provide
alternate designated areas. If no alternate designated area is available, the
University will grant access to the available designated area on a rotating
basis with equal time for its use. If the designated awas are unavailable due to
a prior reservation, then the University will immediately notify the requesting
party of such conflict.
(c) bulletin boards or other public access areas
Any employee may post notices or other appropriate information on
designated employee bulletin boards or other designated public access areas.

Presentations
Dorothy Behling, home economics, presented
a paper entitled '"Fashion Change - A Model''
at the Popular Culture Conference Oct. 6-7 in
Bloomington, Ind.
She also presented a paper entitled ""A
Comparison of Undergraduate Women Majoring
in Fashion Merchandising and Marketing"' at the
annual conference of the American Association
of Professors of Textiles and Clothing Oct. 25-27
at the Unive<Sity of Tennessee. At the same
conference she will chair a panel on
"'Tecilnology and Its Effects on the Textile and
Clothing Field."

romance languages,
presented a paper on "Modem Woman's
Dialogue with Her Past in the Novels cl
Montserrat Roig" at the annual meeting of the
American Association of Teachers of Spanish
and POrtuguese in Mexico City in August.
At the same conference, 'Mercedes JunqueraEarty, romance languages. presented a paper
entitled "La imagen de la ciudad en Garcia
Carole Bradford,

Lorca."

Vincent Corrigan, music theory/history.
presented a paper 011 "'The Rhythm of Pre-Notre
Dame Polyphony" at a meeting of the Midwest
Chapter of the American Musicological Society
Sept. 22.
Andrew 11.W. Glass, mathematics and
statistics, presented t~ Invited addresses in
Europe and another In the United States during
the summer. He spoke on "'The word problem for
lattice-ordered groups" at Albert·Ludwlgs

University. Freiburg, West Germany;
'"Combinatorial lattiCe-Ordered group theory'" at
the First International Symposium on Ordered
Algebraic Structures at Luminy, France, and
"'The word and isomorphism problems in
universal algebra"' at the International Meeting
on Universal Algebra and Lattice Theory at
Charleston, S.C.
mathematics and statistics,
and Jen Tang presented a paper ""On Testing
Equality of Generalized Variances of k
Multivariate Normal Populations"' at the annual
meeting of the American Statis~ical Association
Aug. 13-16 in Philadelphia. Doctoral student
Terry Logan also presented a paper entitled
'"Discriminant Analysis by Multiple
Observations."'
Arjun K.. Gupta,

Dennis Hale, journalism, was a member of a
panel discussing '·Nontraditional Legal Research
in Mass Communication"' at the convention of
the Association for Education in Journalism. He
also presented a paper, ""Chains Versus
Independents: Newspaper and Market
Characteristics,"' at the convention.
Jack Hayden, mathematics and statistics.
presented a paper entitled "Algebras and
Character Theory for Finite Projective Planes" as
part of the annual Dennison Math Conference
May 12 at Kent State University.
Belon E. Snyder, sociology, presented a paper.
"'The Chautauqua Movement and Popular
Culture: A Sociological Analysis," at the
Chautauqua Symposium Sept. 13 at Adrian
College.

Homecoming events include
Honorary Alumnus dinner
Faculty and staff are invited to
count themselves among the alumni
for Homecoming festivities planned
this weekend (Oct. 12-13).
The highlight of the weekend will
be a 1 p.m. football game with
Western Michigan on Saturday,
followed by a reception in the Alumni
Center.
The festivities will actually begin,
however, with a dinner Friday evening
in the Community Suite of the Union
when Iris Andrews, emeritus, physical
education and recreation, and Don
Wolfe, columnist for the Toledo
Blade, will be named "Honorary
Alumni."
Andrews, who retired in 1977 after
32 years on the physical education
and recreation faculty, was best
known on campus as director of the
annual Swan Club synchronized
swim show which she produced for
30 years. She still resides in Bowling
Green.
Wolfe, a leading journalist in
northwest Ohio since 1935, is
assistant managing editor of the
Toledo Blade. At the University he
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GOOD SEATS GOING FAST. All Sll chairback
seats for the Nov. 10 Parents Day performance by Doc
Severinsen have been sold out, but good seats still remain for the show.
Bleacher seats in the SS and SS price range are on
sale now. Tickets may be ordered by mailing a check
(add S1 for postage and handling with each order) to:
Doc Severinsen Show, Mileti Alumni Center. Checks
should be made payable to the BGSU Alumni Association.

serves on the Advisory Committee to
Education. In 1983 he received a
"Friend of the College of Education"
award.
Reservations for the Friday dinner
will be accepted until Tuesday (Oct.
9). Those interested in attending
should contact the Mileti Alumni
Center. The cost is $10 per person. A
cash-bar cocktail party at 6:30 p.m.
will precede the 7:30 p.m. dinner.
On Saturday morning, faculty and
staff are invited to meet with former
students beginning at 9 a.m. in the
Alumni Center. Pre-game festivities
will begin at 10:30 a.m. "under the Big
Top" on the intramural fields between
the Alumni Center and Ice Arena. The
Alumni Association is setting up a
large tent in the fields, and there will
be a live band and refreshments
provided.
Tickets for the football game will
be available the day of the game and
may also be purchased in advance
from the Memorial Hall ticket office.
Reserved seats are priced at $7 and
S6. General admission seats are $3.50
for adults and $2.50 for children.

Ellen Wells (left), chief of special collections for the Smithsonian
Institution Libraries, has given the University her personal collection of
works by artist/illustrator Max Parrish. Above, she surveys the collection
with David Marks, director of the Popular Culture Library.

Parrish collection adds color
to Popular Culture Library
A collection of works by Max
Parrish, an artist/illustrator who has
been called "the Norman Rockwell of
his time," has been donated to the
University's Popular Culture library.
Ellen Wells, chief of special
collections for the Smithsonian
Institution libraries, has given the
University her personal collection of
Parrish works. She delivered the
collection to the Jerome library last
week and was honored at a reception
in the Popular Culture library.
This is Wells' second major
donation to the University. In 1978
she gave to the Popular Culture
library a collection of 98 books by
Indiana writer James Whitcomb Riley.
According to David Marks, director
of the Popular Culture library, Wells
chose the University as the
permanent home for·both the Riley
and Parrish collections because of
the international reputation of both
its Popular Culture library and
popular culture department. An avid
collector in many areas, Wells also is
a personal friend of Patricia Salomon,
library acquisitions.
The new collection fills a major gap
in the Popular Culture library's
holdings, Dr. Marks said, noting, "We
had very few Max Parrish holdings.
His role as a major figure in popular
culture study is undisputed, and we
are fortunate to have acquired such a
collection."
It is the diversity of the collection
which makes it so valuable, Dr. Marks
said. It includes covers from such
magazines as Colliers, Ladies Home

Journal and Life, as well as books,
pamphlets, portfolios, prints, playing
cards, jigsaw puzzles and calendars
for which Parrish supplied the art.
Born in 1870, Parrish was at the
height of his fame during the 1920s
and 1930s when he was the most
popular and best paid commercial
artist in the United States. He is
perhaps most widely known for his
advertising illustrations for such
products as Fisk Tires and Jell-0. He
died in 1966, shortly after his work
began enjoying renewed popularity.
The collection which has been
donated to the University will be
housed either in the Rare Books or
Popular Culture libraries, Dr. Marks
said, adding that it will be accessible
to library patrons.

Arla Dalgleish

She gave information 'with a smile'
Her name may be unfamiliar, but
her face is known to hundreds of
students, faculty and University
guests alike.
Arla Dalgleish, a clerk at the Union
Information Desk, sold magazines,
newspapers and candy, cashed
checks and registered hotel guests in
the University Union. On Friday, Sept.
28, she retired after 19 years of
service to the University.

Funds available for undergraduate research
For the third consecutive year,
funds have been made available by
the Alumni Association and Parents
Club for the support of research
projects conducted by undergraduate
students.
The Undergraduate Research
Program will provide up to $500 for
support of a limited number of
independent student research
projects. Projects must be sponsored
by a participating department and
supervised by a faculty adviser.
The competition is open to any
undergraduate student who has
completed 30 or more semester hours
and has accumulated a minimum
grade point average of 3.0.

Application materials and
guidelines are available in department
offices and in the Office of the
Graduate College. Tiie deadline to
apply is Nov. 5.
For additional information contact
a department chair or Christopher
Dunn, research services (372-2481).

,

Monitor
Monitor is published weekly for
faculty and staff of Bowling Green
State University. The deadline to
submit material for the next issue,
Monday, Oct. 15, is 5 p.m. Tuesday,
Oct. 9.
Editor: Linda Swaisgood

Her job requires patience and a lot
of smiles, and she acknowledged that
3n average work day can be very
hectic. All the same, she says she
loves the University and her coworkers and will greatly miss her job.
"I love the young people here. They
always treated me with a smile and
made me feel good and warm inside.
They kept me young by keeping me
alert," she said.
But she is looking forward to
retirement.
"Of course I am going to miss the
people I work with, but leaving will
give me a chance to enjoy my time
while I still have my health," she said.
Arla plans to spend that time
enjoying her family, which includes
nine grandchildren. She wants to take
a trip to Hawaii and eventually hopes
to pursue classes in ceramics and
exercise.
Before joining the University staff,
Arla was a local beautician. She also
lived in California for a while, where
she was a delicatessen manager. She
currently resides In Pemberville.

•

COMPUTERS ON SALE. Approximately 70 faculty
and staff have already registered for product overview
seminars being sponsored by University Computer Services as part of a program which allows University personnel to purchase microcomputers at a discount
The seminars will continue to be conducted at 9 and
10:30 a.m. daily in 104 Hayes Hall Anyone considering purchase of an Apple or IBM microcomputer
system should call 372-2911 to register for one of the
infonnation sessions.

RETIREMENT DEADLINE NEAR. Oct 31 is the
end of the open application period for faculty who wish
to participate in the STRS Early Retirement
(..buy-ouf') Program for retirement in 1985.
For applications received on or before Oct 31, the
order of eligibility will be based on years of service at
the University. If fewer than fh-e percent of STRS

members (approximately 60) apply by Oct 31, the
deadline will be extended until the maximum number
of eligible participants is reached.
For further information on the program, refer to the
May 4, 1984, guidelines mailed to all faculty or contact
Elton Ringer(372-0491) or Nonna Stickler (372-2915).

THINK SNOW. Faculty and staff are invited to ski
along when the UAO and Echo Travel offer their annual Steamboat Springs, Colo., trip over Christmas
break.
The trip begins Jan. 5 and returns Jan. 14. The cost
is $270 per person for round-trip bus ride, accommodations in condominium complexes and ski lift
tickets.

A special "'land only" price of $185 is also available
to non-students who wish to provide their own
transportation.
Reservations are being taken now in the UAO office,
third floor, University Union. A SlOO deposit is required at the time of sign.up.
For more information call UAO at 372-2343.

Paculty_S_e_n_a_te_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Faculty Senate recommended a new Employee Solicitation Policy to the
administration at its meeting Oct. ~.
The policy, drafted by a faculty committee chaired by David Roller, history,
was approved by Senate despite some concern from senators who indicated
that it retains some of the "heavy-handedness" of the policy currently in force.
That policy was drafted last year by University legal counsel and has been the
topic of considerable debate since its publication as official policy.
The faculty committee, appointed by the Senate Executive Committee last
spring, was charged with formulating a new policy during the summer month§l.
Members of that committee, in addition to Dr. Roller, were Ronald Stoner,
physics and astronomy; Alice Heim Calderonello, English; Donald Boren, legal
studies, and Trevor Phillips, educational foundations and inquiry.
Dr. Roller reviewed the committee's deliberation on the existing policy,
noting that members believe it is too "global in its language," that it's literal
interpretation is too negative and that the Office of the President is too
extensively involved in enforcing the policy.
"We sought to write a policy which protects what is essential about the
University rather than one which prohibits what we do not like," he said.
The policy recommended by Senate is published below:
SOLICITATION POLICY
Recommended by the Ad Hoc Committee
PREFACE
This policy is framed to permit all Bowling Green State University employees to perform
their jobs free from intrusions and to ensure that the mission of the University shall
proceed uphampered. It also is recognized, however, that the atmosphere of a University
requires "academic freedom. the full freedom of speech, freedom to teach, to learn, and
to conduct inquiry in a spirit of openness necessary to the acceptance of criticism, the
expression of differing opinions and the pursuit of truth" (Article I, 1. of the Academic
Charter). Furthermore, "all members of the University Community and the Trustees have.
legitimate concerns about all aspects of the University" (Article I) and "the people who
create and maintain the University constitute the University Community" (students,
faculty, administrative staff, classified staff, administration).
DEFINITIONS
1.

Working time: Those hours during which faculty employees are engaged in the
primary University function for which they were hired. Classified and
administrative staff working time shall mean accepted work-shift, or hours during
which employees are engaged in the primary function for which they were
employed.

2.

Internal organization: Any organization or association. made up exclusively of
University employees. Local affiliation with a regional, state, or national
organization shall not preclude a University group being defined as an internal
organization.

3.

External organization: Any organization or association of individuals that is not
made up exclusively of University employees.

4.

Solicitation: Any activity which is designed to advertise, promote or sell any
product or commercial service, or encourage support for or membership in any
group, association or organization.

I.

Disruption of working time
A person's ability to perform his or her duties while engaged in the primary

University function for which she or he was hired shall not be impaired by any
activity conducted for the purpose of advertising, promoting, or selling any
product or commercial service or for encouraging or being encouraged to join any
group, association, or organization.
!I.

Use of facilities

The internal campus mail system is for the exclusive use of the
any organization sponsored by (or affiliated with) the University
exclusively of students or University employees (whether or not
state or national societies or associations). No commercial use
of the campus mail system.
(b)

University and
or made up
affiliated with
shall be made

space
Any organization or individual who wishes to use University space to advertise,
promote or sell any product or commercial service or who wishes to encourage
membership in any group, association or organization, must obtain
authorization of the person or office (e.g., the Space Assignments Office)
responsible for that space or facility. Normally, requests to reserve or have
access to University space must be filed 48 hours prior to a meeting or visit.
The request must state:
{a)
(b)

If the notice contains information about an on-campus meeting during which a
product or commercial service is to be advertised, promoted or sold or during

which membership in a group, association, or organization shall be advocated,
the notice shall be consistent with (in terms of designated area, time and date)
the permission granted to the organization.
111.

Distribution of literature by any external organization or non-employee within any
building on campus shall be limited to public access or to other designated areas
reserved according to procedures described above. in II, b (Space).
IV.

Violations
Any visitor who violates this policy may be denied use of University facilities fer
up to one year. Any employee who violates this policy may be disciplined under
the conditions and in accordance with the procedures established by and
published within the appropriate employee handbook.

Senate also received a report from the Committee on Implementation of a
Faculty Development Center. That committee has suggested naming the
facility the Center for Instructional Development.
The proposal will be debated at the next Senate meeting in November.
Also discussed were proposed new University-wide general education
requirements. A policy approved by both Undergraduate Council and the
Senate's Academic Policies Committee was presented for Senate approval.
The proposed policy would require that all students who enroll at the
University beginning next fall complete eight general education courses, in
addition to the University's English and mathematics requirement, before
graduation.
The eight courses would be selected from those which have been grouped
by the University-wide Committee on General Education, chaired by Beth
Casey, Center for Educational Options, into four "functional understandings:"
humanities and the arts; natural sciences; social and behavioral sciences;
foreign language and multi-cultural studies. Undergraduate Council has
recommended that students must select at least one course from each of
those four areas, with college councils left to determine the exact mix.
Dr. Casey noted that all courses included in the general studies core have
been reviewed by faculty representing all colleges to determine whether they
reinforce one or more of five basic skills. Those skills were identified by
Academic Council in 1979 as reading and writing; critical thinking and problem
solving; decision-making and values analysis; computation and mathematics,
and speaking and listening.
Discussion on the proposed requirements will continue at the next Senate
meeting.
In other business, Senate heard a report from Genevieve Stang, educational
foundations and inquiry, representing the Faculty Welfare Committee, on the
STRS "buy-out" program.
Dr. Stang reported that 20 faculty have elected to retire during the current
calendar year, including 16 who will retire at the end of this semester. Only
two departments will have more than one faculty member retiring this year,
she said.
She added that 11 faculty had indicated their intent to retire during calendar
year 1985 as of last week. The deadline to apply for the "buy-out" program in
1985 is Oct. 31, 1984.
Dr. Stang also reported on three salary studies which the FWC will
undertake this year and asked faculty to forward their concerns to the FWC.
Jan Schnupp-lee, educational curriculum and instruction, representing the
Committee.on Committees, noted that since July 10, 25 faculty have resigned
from committees to which they had been elected or appointed and those
vacancies must be filled.

the purpose of the proposed visit; and
the name of any person(s) or alternates who desire access to the campus.

The Office of Space Assignments will attempt to locate a designated area for
use by the non-employee or organization submitting the request and will then
issue a pennit designating the room and the date and time it may be used. If
two or more requests for access to a designated area for the same or
overlapping times have been made, the University will attempt to provide
alternate designated areas. If no alternate designated area is available, the
University will grant access to the available designated area on a rotating
basis with equal time for its use. If the designated awas are unavailable due to
a prior reservation, then the University will immediately notify the requesting
party of such conflict.
(c) bulletin boards or other public access areas
Any employee may post notices or other appropriate information on
designated employee bulletin boards or other designated public access areas.

Presentations
Dorothy Behling, home economics, presented
a paper entitled '"Fashion Change - A Model''
at the Popular Culture Conference Oct. 6-7 in
Bloomington, Ind.
She also presented a paper entitled ""A
Comparison of Undergraduate Women Majoring
in Fashion Merchandising and Marketing"' at the
annual conference of the American Association
of Professors of Textiles and Clothing Oct. 25-27
at the Unive<Sity of Tennessee. At the same
conference she will chair a panel on
"'Tecilnology and Its Effects on the Textile and
Clothing Field."

romance languages,
presented a paper on "Modem Woman's
Dialogue with Her Past in the Novels cl
Montserrat Roig" at the annual meeting of the
American Association of Teachers of Spanish
and POrtuguese in Mexico City in August.
At the same conference, 'Mercedes JunqueraEarty, romance languages. presented a paper
entitled "La imagen de la ciudad en Garcia
Carole Bradford,

Lorca."

Vincent Corrigan, music theory/history.
presented a paper 011 "'The Rhythm of Pre-Notre
Dame Polyphony" at a meeting of the Midwest
Chapter of the American Musicological Society
Sept. 22.
Andrew 11.W. Glass, mathematics and
statistics, presented t~ Invited addresses in
Europe and another In the United States during
the summer. He spoke on "'The word problem for
lattice-ordered groups" at Albert·Ludwlgs

University. Freiburg, West Germany;
'"Combinatorial lattiCe-Ordered group theory'" at
the First International Symposium on Ordered
Algebraic Structures at Luminy, France, and
"'The word and isomorphism problems in
universal algebra"' at the International Meeting
on Universal Algebra and Lattice Theory at
Charleston, S.C.
mathematics and statistics,
and Jen Tang presented a paper ""On Testing
Equality of Generalized Variances of k
Multivariate Normal Populations"' at the annual
meeting of the American Statis~ical Association
Aug. 13-16 in Philadelphia. Doctoral student
Terry Logan also presented a paper entitled
'"Discriminant Analysis by Multiple
Observations."'
Arjun K.. Gupta,

Dennis Hale, journalism, was a member of a
panel discussing '·Nontraditional Legal Research
in Mass Communication"' at the convention of
the Association for Education in Journalism. He
also presented a paper, ""Chains Versus
Independents: Newspaper and Market
Characteristics,"' at the convention.
Jack Hayden, mathematics and statistics.
presented a paper entitled "Algebras and
Character Theory for Finite Projective Planes" as
part of the annual Dennison Math Conference
May 12 at Kent State University.
Belon E. Snyder, sociology, presented a paper.
"'The Chautauqua Movement and Popular
Culture: A Sociological Analysis," at the
Chautauqua Symposium Sept. 13 at Adrian
College.

Homecoming events include
Honorary Alumnus dinner
Faculty and staff are invited to
count themselves among the alumni
for Homecoming festivities planned
this weekend (Oct. 12-13).
The highlight of the weekend will
be a 1 p.m. football game with
Western Michigan on Saturday,
followed by a reception in the Alumni
Center.
The festivities will actually begin,
however, with a dinner Friday evening
in the Community Suite of the Union
when Iris Andrews, emeritus, physical
education and recreation, and Don
Wolfe, columnist for the Toledo
Blade, will be named "Honorary
Alumni."
Andrews, who retired in 1977 after
32 years on the physical education
and recreation faculty, was best
known on campus as director of the
annual Swan Club synchronized
swim show which she produced for
30 years. She still resides in Bowling
Green.
Wolfe, a leading journalist in
northwest Ohio since 1935, is
assistant managing editor of the
Toledo Blade. At the University he
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GOOD SEATS GOING FAST. All Sll chairback
seats for the Nov. 10 Parents Day performance by Doc
Severinsen have been sold out, but good seats still remain for the show.
Bleacher seats in the SS and SS price range are on
sale now. Tickets may be ordered by mailing a check
(add S1 for postage and handling with each order) to:
Doc Severinsen Show, Mileti Alumni Center. Checks
should be made payable to the BGSU Alumni Association.

serves on the Advisory Committee to
Education. In 1983 he received a
"Friend of the College of Education"
award.
Reservations for the Friday dinner
will be accepted until Tuesday (Oct.
9). Those interested in attending
should contact the Mileti Alumni
Center. The cost is $10 per person. A
cash-bar cocktail party at 6:30 p.m.
will precede the 7:30 p.m. dinner.
On Saturday morning, faculty and
staff are invited to meet with former
students beginning at 9 a.m. in the
Alumni Center. Pre-game festivities
will begin at 10:30 a.m. "under the Big
Top" on the intramural fields between
the Alumni Center and Ice Arena. The
Alumni Association is setting up a
large tent in the fields, and there will
be a live band and refreshments
provided.
Tickets for the football game will
be available the day of the game and
may also be purchased in advance
from the Memorial Hall ticket office.
Reserved seats are priced at $7 and
S6. General admission seats are $3.50
for adults and $2.50 for children.

Ellen Wells (left), chief of special collections for the Smithsonian
Institution Libraries, has given the University her personal collection of
works by artist/illustrator Max Parrish. Above, she surveys the collection
with David Marks, director of the Popular Culture Library.

Parrish collection adds color
to Popular Culture Library
A collection of works by Max
Parrish, an artist/illustrator who has
been called "the Norman Rockwell of
his time," has been donated to the
University's Popular Culture library.
Ellen Wells, chief of special
collections for the Smithsonian
Institution libraries, has given the
University her personal collection of
Parrish works. She delivered the
collection to the Jerome library last
week and was honored at a reception
in the Popular Culture library.
This is Wells' second major
donation to the University. In 1978
she gave to the Popular Culture
library a collection of 98 books by
Indiana writer James Whitcomb Riley.
According to David Marks, director
of the Popular Culture library, Wells
chose the University as the
permanent home for·both the Riley
and Parrish collections because of
the international reputation of both
its Popular Culture library and
popular culture department. An avid
collector in many areas, Wells also is
a personal friend of Patricia Salomon,
library acquisitions.
The new collection fills a major gap
in the Popular Culture library's
holdings, Dr. Marks said, noting, "We
had very few Max Parrish holdings.
His role as a major figure in popular
culture study is undisputed, and we
are fortunate to have acquired such a
collection."
It is the diversity of the collection
which makes it so valuable, Dr. Marks
said. It includes covers from such
magazines as Colliers, Ladies Home

Journal and Life, as well as books,
pamphlets, portfolios, prints, playing
cards, jigsaw puzzles and calendars
for which Parrish supplied the art.
Born in 1870, Parrish was at the
height of his fame during the 1920s
and 1930s when he was the most
popular and best paid commercial
artist in the United States. He is
perhaps most widely known for his
advertising illustrations for such
products as Fisk Tires and Jell-0. He
died in 1966, shortly after his work
began enjoying renewed popularity.
The collection which has been
donated to the University will be
housed either in the Rare Books or
Popular Culture libraries, Dr. Marks
said, adding that it will be accessible
to library patrons.

Arla Dalgleish

She gave information 'with a smile'
Her name may be unfamiliar, but
her face is known to hundreds of
students, faculty and University
guests alike.
Arla Dalgleish, a clerk at the Union
Information Desk, sold magazines,
newspapers and candy, cashed
checks and registered hotel guests in
the University Union. On Friday, Sept.
28, she retired after 19 years of
service to the University.

Funds available for undergraduate research
For the third consecutive year,
funds have been made available by
the Alumni Association and Parents
Club for the support of research
projects conducted by undergraduate
students.
The Undergraduate Research
Program will provide up to $500 for
support of a limited number of
independent student research
projects. Projects must be sponsored
by a participating department and
supervised by a faculty adviser.
The competition is open to any
undergraduate student who has
completed 30 or more semester hours
and has accumulated a minimum
grade point average of 3.0.

Application materials and
guidelines are available in department
offices and in the Office of the
Graduate College. Tiie deadline to
apply is Nov. 5.
For additional information contact
a department chair or Christopher
Dunn, research services (372-2481).

,

Monitor
Monitor is published weekly for
faculty and staff of Bowling Green
State University. The deadline to
submit material for the next issue,
Monday, Oct. 15, is 5 p.m. Tuesday,
Oct. 9.
Editor: Linda Swaisgood

Her job requires patience and a lot
of smiles, and she acknowledged that
3n average work day can be very
hectic. All the same, she says she
loves the University and her coworkers and will greatly miss her job.
"I love the young people here. They
always treated me with a smile and
made me feel good and warm inside.
They kept me young by keeping me
alert," she said.
But she is looking forward to
retirement.
"Of course I am going to miss the
people I work with, but leaving will
give me a chance to enjoy my time
while I still have my health," she said.
Arla plans to spend that time
enjoying her family, which includes
nine grandchildren. She wants to take
a trip to Hawaii and eventually hopes
to pursue classes in ceramics and
exercise.
Before joining the University staff,
Arla was a local beautician. She also
lived in California for a while, where
she was a delicatessen manager. She
currently resides In Pemberville.

•

INSURANCE 'OPEN.' October is the annual "open
period" during which full-time employees can enroll in
the University's hospitalization insurance program or
convert from single to family co\·erage. All changes and
new applirations become effecfo-e Dec. l, 1984.
Employees who desire new applirations or changes
in their coverage should contact the Insurance Office.

372-2112.

IMC STOCKS LAMPS. The Instructional Media
Center stocks and supplies lamps for all kinds of audio
visual equipment on campus.
Because the lamps are purchased in large quantities,
considerable cost savings can be achieved by obtaining
them through IMC. Arrangements can also be made
for stocking special types of lamps.
To obtain a lamp or place a special order, contact
George Cripe, 109 Education Bldg. (372-2881). An
orange University charge card must be presented at the
time of purchase.

PROTECT YOUR CHil.DREN. For the next four
Saturdays, the University Police will be fingerprinting
the children of University employees as part of "Crime
Prevention Month" activities.
The "Fingerprinting Children Project" will be held
from 9 am. to l p.m. each Saturday through Nov. 3 in
the Forum of the Student Services Building.
There is no charge to have a child fingerprinted, and
the fingerprint card will be given to the parents for
safekeeping. In addition, parents will receive a
checklist of safety measures they should take which will
assist the police if their child should be found missing.
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Rate changes
for vacation accrual
Effective in October 1984, the rate
c.1 which vacation is accrued by
continuing classified staff will
change.
The accrual rate per P-"Y period will
increase at the beginning of the
eighth, 15th and 25th years of service
rather than at the completion of those
years. An explanation of the method
of accrual is found on pages 18-19 in
the Classified Staff Handbook.
All employees affected by this
change between October 1984 and
September 1985 will receive a letter to
explain their individual increase.
Questions should be directed to the
Office of Personnel Support Services,
372-0421.

Employment
Opportunities
CLASSIFIED EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNmES
* Indicates that an Internal candidate
from the department Is bidding and being
considered for the position.
NEW VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date: 5 p.m. Monday,
Oct. 15, 1984
10-15-1

Clerical Specialist
Pay Range 25
School of Technology/Program
Services
Permanent part-time

10-15-2 Clerk 1
Pay Range 2
Clinical Lab
Permanent part-time
10-15-3

Stores Clerk
Pay Range 3
Auxiliary Support Services
Nine-month full-time

10-15-4 Typist 1
Pay Range 3
Institute for Great Lakes
Research
Permanent part-time
CONTINUING VACANCIES
Posting EXplratlon Date: 5 pm. Monday,
October 8, 1984
10-8-1
&

10-8-2

Clerical Specialist
Pay Range 25
Alumni and Development
Two positions

10-8-3

Clerk 1
Pay Range 2
Computer Services
Permanent part-time

10-8-4

•ctert 1
Pay Range 2
Registration and Records

10-8-5

Clerk 1
Pay Range 2
Registration and Records
Permanent part-time
Two positions

&
10-8-6

10-8-7

•Data Processing Supervisor 1
Pay Range 26
Registration and Records

1~

Food Service Manager 3
Pay Range 30
Auxiliary Support Ser/ices

10-8-9

Sales Clerk 2
Pay Range 4
University Bookstore

10-8-10 Typist 2
Pay Range 4
Residential Services
10-8-11

.....

Word Processing Specialist 1
Pay Range 25
WBGU-TV
Permanent pan-time, grant·
funded position

_,_ ........ ·----

Exhibits
National Metals Invitational Elthlblt,
featuring more than 50 functional and
sculptural objects in metal created by 27
artists. sponsored by the School of Art,
'.1edici Circle and the Ohio Arts Council.
through Oct. 28, McFall Center Gallery.
Free. Gallery hours are 10:30 a.m. to 5
p.m. Tuesday through Friday and 2·5 p.m.
on Sundays.
Paintings by Robert Mazur, art faculty
exhibition. Oct. 12 through Nov. 4, Fine
Arts Gallery, School of Art. Free. Gallery
hours are 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays
and 2·5 p.m. on Sundays.
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It was "Classified Staff Recognition Day" at the football game Sept. 29
when the Falcons met and beat Eastern Michigan. Among the events
planned as part of the day was a tailgate party, complete with boxed
lunch, preceding the game. Several prizes also were raffled (see story
below).
·

Classified staff win prizes
at 'Recognition Day' event
Fourteen classified staff dre
winners in raffles conducted as part
of "Classified Staff Recognition Day"
Sept. 29. The winners are as follows:
Alice Hagemeyer, budgets and
capital planning, $35 membership to
the Falcon Club; Sharon Ernsthausen,
bursar's office, two tickets to the
Parents Day Doc Severinsen concert;
Sharon Biggins, plant operations and
maintenance, basketball tickets;
Betty Firsdon, plant operations and
maintenance, Marsha Hartz,
sociology, and Pamela Scott, public
safety, bench cushions.
Also, Sue Kerr, registration and
records, lunch for two ji.t the Bowl-nGreenery; Nancy Green, health,

physical education and recreation,
dinner for two at the Berries in
Harshman Quadrangle; Diane
Whitmire, public relations, dinner for
two at Towers Inn in McDonald
Quadrangle.
Also, Beverly Cope, international
programs, a University Bookstore gift
certificate; Doris Chamberlain,
residence life, Linda Glomski,
journalism, Richard Micel,
groundskeeper, and Alyce Platz,
health, physical education and
recreation, rain panchos.
The Classified Staff Advisory
Committee congratulates all winners
and thanks all sponsors for making
the raffle prizes available.

Anniversary plans •••
Continued from page 1
planning committee representing
University governance areas include
Kathy Phillips, Classified Staff
Advisory Committee; Beverly Zanger,
Faculty Senate; Kory Tilgner,
Graduate Student Senate, and Cindy
Smith, Undergraduate Student
Government.
Academic area representatives
include Joseph Spinelli, arts and
sciences; Ronald Hunady,
management; Janet Schnupp-Lee,
education; Winifred Stone, Graduate
College; Edward Morgan, health and
community services; Ann Bowers,
archival collections; Mark Kelly,
music, and Barry Piersol, technology.

Other area representatives include
Kevin McHugh, intercollegiate
athletics; John Davidson, emeritus
faculty; Lucy Gilliland, operations;
Clif Boutelle, public relations; Dr.
Givens, University historian; Gregg
DeCrane, student affairs; Galen Ash,
city of Bowling Green; Sheilah Fulton,
Bowling Green Chamber of
Commerce; David Drury, Image Task
Force; Marian Blake, alumni affairs,
and April Harris, University relations.
In addition, a special anniversary
committee of the Alumni Association
has been formed to assist University
areas in planning the celebr·ation. The
alumni committee will devote special
attention to events surrounding the
1985 Homecoming.

"Die erste Polka," German Film Series,
7:30 p.m., Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall.
Free.
"The Deficit, Inflation and
Unemployment," a discussion by Richard
Douglas, James Ostas and Paul Haas,
economics, 7:30 p.m., 200 Moseley Hall.
Free.

Tuesday, Oct. 9
Volleyball vs. Cleveland State, 7 p.m.,
Anderson Arena.
"All Systems Go!," planetarium
presentation, 8 p.m., planetarium, Physical
Sciences Laboratory Bldg. Admission by
donation.

Wednesday, Oct. 10
"She Stoops to Conquer," University
Theater production, 8 p.m., Main
Auditorium, University Hall. Tickets are $2
for students and senior citizens and $4 for
adults. For reservations call 372-2719 from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays.
Faculty Jazz Quartet, featuring guitarist
Christopher Buzzelli, 8 p.m., Bryan Recital
Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.

Thursday, Oct. 11
"She Stoops to Conquer," University
Theater production; 8 p.m., Main
Auditorium, University Hall.

Friday, Oct. 12
"Creative Ways of Teaching,"
discussion by Robert Moomaw, education,
1:30 p.m., Clinical Lab, 215 Education
Bldg.
Women's Cross-Country, Ohio
Intercollegiate Invitational, 2 p.m., east of
the stadium near Whittaker Track..
Men's Cross-Country, Ohio
Intercollegiate Invitational, 3 p.m., east of
the stadium near Whittaker Track.
Hockey vs. Ferris State, 7:30 p.m., Ice
Arena.
"She Stoops to Conquer," University
Theater production, 8 p.m., Main
Auditorium, University Hall.
Kaleidoscope Konzert, showcasing the
variety of talent in the College of Musical
Arts, 8 p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center. Free.
"All Systems Go!," planetarium
presentation, 8 p.m. planetarium, Physical
Sciences Laboratory Bldg. Admission by
donation.

Saturday, Oct. 13
Football vs. Western Michigan, 1 p.m.,

Faculty/Staff Positions
The following faculty positions are available:
Computer Science: Instructor. Contact Faculty Search Committee (2-2337). Deadline:
Open
Flrelands: Dean. Contact Norma Stickler, secretary, Dean Search Committee (2-2915).
Deadline: Oct. 15, 1984
Geography: Instructor/assistant professor (anticipated). Search reopened. Contact
Joseph Buford (2-2925). Deadline: May 1, 1985
Library: Cataloger. Contact Joan Repp (2-2106). Deadline: Nov. 30, 1984
The following administrative staff positions are available:
Architect's Office: Architectural draftsperson. Contact Susan Caldwell (2-2558).
Deadline: Oct. 12, 1984
Computer Services: Systems programmer. Contact John Gruber (2-2911). Deadline:
Oct. 31, 1984. Also, systems analyst. Contact Rich Zera (2-2911). Deadline: Oct. 15, 1984
Education: Director of field experiences and standards compliance. Contact Sandra
Packard (2-0151). Deadllne: Oct. 15, 1984
Reglstratloil and Records: Director of registration. Contact Susan Caldwell (2-2558).
Deadline: Oct. 8, 1984
·

Doyt L Perry Field.

Rugby vs. Northwestern University, 1
p.m .• College Park.
Soccer vs. Oakland. 4 p.m., Cochrane
Field.
Hockey vs. Ferris State, 7:30 p.m:, Ice
Arena.
"She Stoops to Conquer," University
Theater production, 8 p.m., Main
Auditorium, University Hall.

Sunday, Oct. 14
Collegiate Chorale and Colleglates
dual performance, 3 p.m., Kobacker Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.
"All Systems Go!," planetarium
presentation, 7:30 p.m., planetarium,
Physical Sciences Laboratory Bldg.
Admission by donation. Stargazing will
follow at 9 and 10 p.m.

October 15, 1984

Nuts and bolts
POM gives technical support
to mission of the University
Editor's Note: This Is the first In a
series of articles on the plant operations
and maintenance area of the University.
Some 321 employees work In that area,
which provides services which range from
building heat to vehlcle maintenance.
Through the years the area now
known as plant operations and
maintenance has been called a
variety of names - the physical plant
department and technical support
services among them.
But the services provided by the
POM personnel have remained
basically the same. POM is the "nuts
and bolts," the "bricks and mortar" of
the University, and the people who
work in that area provide the kinds of
services without which the role and
mission statement of the University
would be difficult to maintain.
There are approximately 321 people
working in the various departments of
plant operations and maintenance
(310 of them are classified), and their
responsibilities range from cutting
grass and cleaning restrooms to
maintaining the most sophisticated
mechanical equipment, including a
fleet of motor vehicles and a maze of
underground steam tunnels and
pipes.
Roland Engler, director of plant
operations and maintenance and
University architect, heads the crew
which is responsible for maintaining
approximately 100 buildings and 1,300
acres on the main campus, including
13 miles of sidewalks, 50 acres of
parking lots, two miles of
underground tunnels and 500 acres of
grassy turf. There are more than 3
million square feet of interior building
space and more than 4 million square
feet of both interior and exterior
building space for which POM is
responsible.

repair due to abuse of facilities or
equipment; and emergency services
such as repairs to broken water lines.
There is also a program of preventive
maintenance which has not been
active in recent years because of lack
of funds.
Services available through the POM
area may be performed by the
refrigeration crew, carpenters,
electricians, plumbers, painters,
locksmiths, welders, upholsterers or
mechanical maintenance workers.
Other employees include day and
night custodians who are responsible
for residence halls and all auxiliary,
academic and support facilities;
grounds workers; motor vehicle
mechanics; the heating plant crew;
energy managers, and the staff in the
University architect's office.
In short, POM personnel are
responsible for just what their name
implies - the total operation and
maintenance of campus physical
facilities, Engler said.
And, if there's a job or service that
can't be performed by University
employees, POM personnel are
responsible for calling in someone
who can do that job and/or perform
that service.

Administratively, the area is
organized according to function. With
the renaming of the area in 1983
came some restructuring, including
title changes for middle-managers
who now hold the title of manager
throughout the POM area (see chart
below). Also included in the
administrative reorganization were
the appointments of Keith Pogan as
associate director and Earl Rupright
as· assistant director of POM - both
moves which Engler says strengthen
the overall operation.
"Keith has a background in
In short, the task facing the 321
mechanical engineering and is
POM personnel is enormous. And, in
responsible for the day-to-day
the past four years the workforce has operation of the area," he said,
actually been reduced by 25 people,
adding that Rupright, a long-time
while the campus has continued to
employee, "knows the plant" and is
grow with the addition of the Student experienced at project management.
Recreation Center, Moore Musical
And, there are plenty of projects to
Arts Center, Eppler Complex, Physical
manage.
"You can always be certain
Sciences Laboratory Building and the
that
no
matter
how busy we are, we
Biological Sciences Annex.
are never totally caught up, in any
Yet the objective in plant
area," Engler said.
operations and maintenance remains
- to maintain all University buildings
and groups at effective levels of
performance to ensure quality in
appearance and maximum utilization,
according to Engler. "We are here to
support learning, teaching and
research through the creation,
operation and maintenance of all
University facilities," he said.

More than 300 high school students visited the Moore Musical Arts
Center Monday, Oct. 8, when the College of Musical Arts hosted a select
student program. While on campus the students observed music
rehearsals, attended special presentations on degree programs offered
by the college, met the music faculty and went to music classes. Above,
three students from Mount Vernon High School discuss the college with
Richard Kennell, assistant dean.

Colloquium speaker to discuss
teaching as 'performing art'
Harry S. Broudy, professor emeritus
of education at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, will
·speak on "Teacher as Actor" at 10:30
a.m. Friday (Oct. 19) in the McFall
Center Assembly Room.
His presentation will be the first in
a series of colloquium programs to be
sponsored by the College of
Education this year. In his talk he will
explore the pros and cons of the
conception of teaching as a
"performing art."
A prolific author and highly
respected scholar and teacher, Dr.
Broudy graduated from Boston
University and earned his doctorate in
philosophy from Harvard University.
His books include Building a
Philosophy of Education, which was
published in three languages;
Enlightened Cherishing: An Essay on
Aesthetic Education, and The Real
World of the Public Schools.
This is the second year the College
of Education has sponsored a
colloquium series for faculty, staff,
students and the general public.
Sandra Packard, dean of the college,
noted, "A university is at its best
when it is vigorously engaged in
academic debate. The speakers

Plant Operations and Maintenance

In general, Engler classifies the
functions of the POM area into
several main areas: maintenance and
repair, custodial service, energy
management and construction. There
is also that area which he defines as
"records management," or office
staff.
Within the maintenance and repair
area, three major kinds of services
are performed - routine maintenance
which controls the rate of
deterioration of facilities, including
plumbing and heating systems;
service to departments or offices,
including renovations, minor
construction, furniture refinishing· and
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selected by our faculty are
outstanding scholars from all over the
country, and they embrace many
different philosophies. By bringing
them to our campus for these
presentations, we give our students,
faculty and the community an
opportunity to hear these ideas and
engage in intellectual dialogue."
The programs are all free. Many
presentations will be followed by
question and answer sessions or
panel discussions.

Decisions delayed
on reconfiguration,
mino~ity affairs
The following announcement
comes from the Office of the
President:
President Olscamp has
announced that his final
recommendations on the two
subcommittee reports of the
Committee on Minority Affairs and
on the future configuration of the
academic units of the University
will be somewhat postponed.
Those recommendations were to
have been announced at the end of
September and the middle of
October 1984.
Problems associated with all
three areas are more complex than
first anticipated, and the president
felt he needed more advice before
reaching a final position.
This, coupled with his visit to
China from Oct. 14-30, will
necessitate a delay until near the
end of November 1984 in releasing
final recommendations on these
subjects.
Your understanding is deeply
appreciated.

Monitor
Monitor is published weekly for
faculty and staff of Bowling Green
State University. The deadline to
submit material for the next Issue,
Monday, Oct. 22, Is 5 p.m. Tuesday,
Oct. 16.
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